BARON SHIPPING & BROKERAGE INC.

Shipping and Airfreight That Works for You
At BARON SHIPPING…
We deliver satisfaction…
Baron Shipping and Brokerage Incorporated was formed in 2002 to fill a
gaping need for convenience and professionalism in shipping and related
services. Within a few short years, we have revolutionized the industry
through hard work, listening to our clients and demonstrating a
commitment to excellence.

Flexible Solutions for All Your Shipping Needs
COMPANY SERVICES
We are your one stop shop for worldwide shipping, air freight
brokerage and delivery with the price, security and convenience
that can’t be beaten!



Brokerage



Pricing



Ship Chandelling



Trucking

What distinguishes Baron Shipping and Brokerage Incorporated is our



Claims Processing

expertise at every stage. From providing the right carrier to clearing



Commission Agents

customs, to trucking and delivery, we take the burden completely off your



Shipping Agents

shoulders.



Aircraft Agents

A full service company, we have combined the hitherto scattered



Freight Forwarders

elements of the industry to provide the most comprehensive and
affordable services on the island. Baron Shipping and Brokerage
Incorporated quickly and safely transports your cargo to or from Saint
Lucia and all major ports of the world, and provides information upon
request, within minutes of your call.



Efficiency



Convenience



Reliability



Security

At its best!

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Assurance of safe and secure transit of
cargo within a quick transit time and first
arrival of sea freight on Monday; in the
beginning of the week.
Clear-cut, responsive service, with the
arrangement of arrival and clearance of
goods.
Most efficient documentation process, to
facilitate the quick clearance of goods via
an electronic customs clearance network.

FULL SERVICE SOLUTIONS
Quick , courteous, result-oriented service,
providing the most modern and effective
support.
Provisions of trucking and delivery
service, to aid in the quick acquisition of
goods.

The pinnacle of our pride is the satisfaction that we see in every
customer’s face. Our company’s mandate is to ensure that each person
who walks through our doors leaves happier than they entered. Our staff
is friendly, informed and dedicated to providing the most modern and
result-oriented service possible. At Baron Shipping and Brokerage
Incorporated, doing business with you is always a pleasure.

Customer Service with a Difference
We provide an experienced and technical team, ready to serve you and
meet all your needs. We organize all arrival and clearance documents to

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Rates are all – inclusive, affordable,
reasonable and attached to a superior
service from reputable and longstanding
shipping lines and aircraft agencies.
Facilitation of trade consultation and outsourcing, with one invoice, one shipper
and one agent, to avoid confusion and
save time.

help clear or export your cargo quickly and efficiently, with provisions for
a landed cost, for better cost management. We will source, transport,
clear and deliver your cargo, anywhere on island.

We Keep You Moving Forward
Baron Shipping and Brokerage Incorporated keeps you connected to
and in pace with the globalized world. We provide the most modern
services available, backed by an extensive and reliable array of
shipping, aircraft agencies and related services, at an international
standard.

Ship with Only the Best of the Best
We are the local agents for the 2008 Florida Customs Brokers and
Forwarders Association’s transportation firm of the year, Seafreight Lines
and SeaPack Incorporated, as well as one of the largest transportation
companies in the world, Zim Lines.

Seafreight is a more than 18 year old versatile shipping line, providing full
access to the Caribbean, North, South and Central America. They facilitate
the weekly shipment of dry and refrigerated FCL and LCL cargo,
machinery and rolling stock, from Jacksonville, Port Everglades and over
20 other destinations.

SeaPack is a prominent shipping agency, serving the industry for
over 10 years. They allow for the shipment of packages,
consolidated LCL and FCL out of Miami, New York and Los Angeles.
SeaPack has fully functional warehouses at each location to handle
consolidations and transloads, as well as cargo storage, pick up and
delivery.

Zim is a global integrated shipping line, in existence for over 65
years. They offer customized shipping with over 180 ports of call
and a strong reputation for customer reliability, expertise and
flexibility.

Freight That Takes Flight to Your Needs
We represent AirFreight, a subsidiary of SeaPack Incorporated and
FastFwd Shipping, two versatile airfreight companies, delivering quality
service in a demanding and vibrant industry.

FastFwd Shipping is a diverse company serving the industry for
many years. They offer customized airfreight to over 45
countries in the United States and the Eastern Caribbean, with
an outstanding reputation for excellence. They also provide
private jets for your urgent trips, which can not wait for a regular
commercial airline.

AirFreight, a subsidiary of SeaPack Incorporated, facilitates the
shipment of dry and temperature controlled packages within
the Caribbean, South America, Panama and Costa Rica.

Let Us Be Your Trusted Partner!
Satisfaction is defined as, “a state of contentment,
pleasure derived from fulfillment of expectations,
wants and needs.” Baron Shipping and Brokerage
Incorporated sets itself apart, by ensuring that their
customers’ needs and wants come first. Our mission is
to deliver the highest level of customer satisfaction
with convenience and professionalism. You are the
reason for our success and we want to help you
accomplish your goals. At Baron Shipping, we deliver
satisfaction!

1st Floor NAPA Building
John Compton Highway
San Souci, Castries
St. Lucia
Tel: (758) 453-0344/ 0653/ 7983
Fax: (758) 451-9758
International Tel: (305) 517-5522
Suite #10
Bank of Nova Scotia Building
New Dock Rd, Vieux Fort
St. Lucia
Tel: (758) 454-7338
Fax: (758) 454-7338
International Tel: (305) 517-5522

info@baronshipping.com

www.baronshipping.com

